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System and Mechanism for Secure 
Singleton Resource Sharing in a Multi-
Function Device Using a REST API with 
Context Reservation and Session Token 
Infrastructure 
Abstract 
The system and mechanism described in this document enables the secure sharing of a singleton 
resource within a multi-function device (MFD) using a REST API with context reservation and session-
token infrastructure. Specifically, a REST API and underlying authorization and session management 
infrastructure is designed to allow secure client access to singleton functionality in a synchronized 
manner using a Parent/Child REST resource topology, where the Parent resource is used to reserve 
access and the Child resource represents the interface to the singleton functionality. “Claimants” to 
the singleton functionality are previously registered in the MFD/System resulting in a catalog of 
possible claimants with each declaring and hosting a unique target endpoint. Clients of the 
MFD/System have been issued an access token that authorizes access to a REST resource that is used 
to “reserve” or “claim” the singleton functionality on behalf of a claimant. All clients have the same or 
equal access to the reserving resource. At any time, a client may attempt to reserve access using the 
REST API. If the singleton functionality is not currently in use, the reservation attempt will succeed, 
resulting in the corresponding target-endpoint of a claimant being provided with a unique session (or 
context) access token that grants exclusive access to the singleton functionality as expressed through 
the child REST resource. The “claiming” host will utilize the singleton functionality as necessary, 
ultimately releasing its claim on the child resource when finished. Upon processing the claim release, 
the MFD/System invalidates the session/context access token such that it is no longer able to 
authorize access to the child resource and thus the singleton functionality is once again available for 
reservation and subsequent use. 
System and Mechanism Description 
Introduction and Background 
OXPd2 is one component of a new extensibility platform being developed for office printing solutions 
and a new enterprise-class MFD firmware codebase. The new extensibility platform is also known 
internally as “Extensibility 2.0” or E2. 
E2 and OXPd2 provide a system, an API framework, and a corresponding set of SDKs that allow 3rd 
party solution partners to create external solutions that can interact with and extend existing/native 
MFD functionality. 
One common area of device extension that is required by solution partners is the ability to provide 
custom walk-up applications on the device control panel. Figure 1 below illustrates the general 
concept of 3rd party custom walk-applications within OXPd2. 
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Figure 1 
When it comes to implementing and supporting this extensibility functionality, one challenge faced is 
being able to both authorize and synchronize access to the single control panel across multiple 
solution partners. The system and mechanism detailed below uniquely handles this challenge by 
building upon and taking advantage of the common REST API and OAUTH2 authorization scheme that 
is used as a foundation for the overall E2/OXPd2 framework and that ultimately provides access to all 
the MFD’s extensibility functionality. 
The system described here consists of a REST API that allows for solutions to be installed where the 
solution includes a manifest that defines an external “target” definition for each walk-up application 
the solution wishes to provide. Another REST API is defined that exposes the functionality for 
extensibility clients desiring to “reserve” the walk-up UI control panel for a given solution application 
as well as for direct interaction with the walk-up UI “singleton” functionality.  
Clients of the system have previously been issued an access token that grants access to the “reserve” 
functionality. These access tokens authorize access to the reserving resource regardless of: 
 The session state. 
 The state of the singleton resource 
 The registration of (or “ownership” of) a target host that desires access to the singleton 
functionality 
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Refer to Figure 2 below for an illustration of how OXPd2 solutions are issued a general solution access 
token upon installation. 
 
Figure 2 
An OXPd2 Application, represented by a Target Host Definition registered in the MFD, can “claim” the 
singleton resource in question, i.e., the device walk-up control panel either through an indirect 
“reservation” request made by an external client or by a direct action/event triggered by the MFD itself 
(such as a walk-up user clicking an icon tile on the homescreen). The period between when the 
application has claimed the UI and when it relinquishes control is considered the UI session.  
For the duration of the UI session, the MFD will maintain a session-specific access token called a 
“Context access token” that authorizes access to a REST resource that provides the singleton 
functionality. This context access token will be provided to the application at the point that the 
application has been reserved and thus now has exclusive access. The application will use the 
singleton functionality by calling the appropriate REST API, authorized by the context access token.  
System and Method Details 
1. An MFD/System hosts one or more resources that expose a REST API to external clients. The 
API allows a client to interact with various aspects of the MFD/System. 
2. Some aspects/functionality of the system may only be used by one external client at a time. 
This is modeled within the MFD/System by it hosting a parent resource containing a child 
resource where: 
a. The parent resource exposes an API that allows a client to reserve access to the child 
resource. 
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b. The child resource exposes an API that allows access to the MFD/System functionality 
that may only be used by a single client at any given time i.e., the “singleton 
functionality.” 
3. The MFD/System provides a mechanism that allows resource clients and associated target 
hosts to be registered.  
a. This process results in each resource client being issued an access token that grants it 
access to the parent resource, but not the child resource. 
b. The registered target hosts are designed to use - or “claim” - the singleton 
functionality of the MFD/System that is represented by the child resource. 
4. For the target host to claim the singleton functionality, an external client may call the parent 
resource API to reserve the child resource on its behalf. Any external client that has been 
registered with the MFD/System has access rights to this reserve request. It is important to 
note that the external client itself is not claiming the singleton functionality by the reserve 
request. Rather, it is requesting that the child resource be claimed by the associated target 
host. 
a. A variation is supported where an internal event or action within the MFD/System 
triggers a need to have a target host claim the singleton functionality. For example, a 
walk-up user clicking an icon/tile/button that is associated with a give target host may 
be such a trigger. 
5. When the parent resource receives the reserve request, it will check to see if the child is 
currently free: 
a. If the child is currently in use (or already claimed) then reserve request fails. 
b. If the child is free, the parent resource will cause the MFD/System to generate a new 
“context” or “session” for the singleton functionality along with a corresponding 
access token that encodes both the common client access rights as well as the special 
access rights to the child resource. This new context access token is then delivered to 
the registered target host, thereby granting it access to the child resource API and the 
singleton functionality it represents 
6. The target host that has now claimed the child resource uses the provided context access 
token to interact with the child resource API. When finished, the target host “releases” or exits 
the current context. This is accomplished through a method call on the child resource API or 
some other mechanism available to the target host because of having access to the singleton 
functionality. 
a. A variation is supported where an internal event or action with the MFD/System 
triggers a need to have the target host be forced to give up its claim on the child 
resource. For example, an inactivity timeout may trigger the MFD/System to reclaim 
the child resource and make it available again. 
7. When the child resource is released, the corresponding context access token is invalidated 
thus ensuring that access to the singleton functionality is once again unavailable. 
Figure 3 below illustrates the above system and mechanism by showing an example sequence 
involving 2 separate solution clients. 
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The system described above allows common REST API authorization based on a bearer-tokens to be 
used to synchronize and authorize access to a single shared resource. By using the bearer-token 
pattern, both the access-authorization and access-synchronization aspects of the implementation can 
be implemented at a single point in the system, typically at the earliest, or “surface” level, of the REST 
API implementation stack.  
Another advantage of this system is that it keeps the API of the singleton functionality disconnected 
from the context/session used to authorize and synchronize it. This makes it easy to extend - or 
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couple - an existing API at some later time to the singleton functionality without having to modify the 
existing API method/function signatures. 
A third advantage is that it decouples the “singleton functionality” reservation request from the actual 
gaining of access to the functionality. (Recall this is accomplished by having the registered target-host 
receive the context access token rather than simply returning a context-key/access-token back to the 
client initiating the reserve request.) This decoupling aspect enables a system where both related and 
unrelated client/target-host pairs use the same the same sequence for establishing access to the 
singleton functionality. In other words, it enables “Client A” to reserve access for its own “Target Host 
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